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Detection of Gamma Ray from Sort-Lived Fission
Products at KUCA and KURNS-LINAC
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Quantification of radioactivity of fission products (FP) is very important for assessment of decay heat after
shutdown of a core, etc. For such assessments, comprehensive data sets of fission yield and decay chain, such
as JENDL/FPY&FPD-2011, have been developed. However, validation of each nuclide in such data sets has still
been cumbersome. In this work, two detection techniques of FPs are studied to give data for such validation.
In order to characterize reactions occurred in nuclear fuel, gamma ray spectroscopy was conducted at Ky-
oto university critical facility assembly (KUCA). At KUCA, uranium (U)fuel of 93 wt% 235U enrichment was
loaded in C-core. They were moderated and shielded by light water. The core power during the critical oper-
ation was 4.6 mW. Outside the tank of the core, a HP-Ge detector of 30 % relative efficiency was set and the
gamma ray was measured. As the results, peak spectra of fission products such as 90, 95, 97Y, 90,90m,91Rb,
87,88Br, 136Te, etc. were detected although they were overwrapped by prompt gamma ray components. Due
to the prompt components, the relative statistical accuracy was from 2 to 20 %. Thanks to the measurements
during the critical operation, gamma rays of half-life shorter than 4 s was achieved.
Contrarily, 238U(n,g) gamma ray spectroscopy was conducted with the same HP-Ge for neutrons of thermal
and resonance energy at the KU-LINAC-pulsed neutron source facility. The time of flight (TOF) of neutron
was measured associated with beam pulse to identify the incident neutron energy. The repetition rate of the
pulse was 50 Hz. In the TOF spectrum after the so called “thermal neutron peak”, time-background region
was identified. The gamma ray in the region out of phase of the beam pulse was considered emitted by decay
of radioactive material of which half-life is longer than 20 ms. The measured peak structure was found fairly
resemble to that of measured at KUCA.
The detection efficiency of the gamma rays at KUCA was calculated with MCNP-5. That at LINAC was ex-
perimentally determined. With the measured count rate and the efficiency, the gamma ray emission rate was
deduced and compared against that calculated based on JENDL/FPY&FPD-2011. The ratio of the measured
to the calculated value against each gamma ray by the two experiments show fairly resemble trend. That
indicates the both experiments are promising to give reference data for validation of FP yield and decay data
sets such as JENDL/FPY&FPD-2011.
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